Introduction
In many research domains, such as mechanical engineering, game development and virtual reality, a typical output model is usually produced in a multi-object manner for efficient data management.
To have a complete description of the whole model, tens of thousands of, or even millions of, such objects are created, which makes the entire dataset exceptionally complex. Consequently, visualizing the model becomes a computationally intensive process that impedes a real-time rendering and interaction.
Today's GPU architectures allow researchers to increase rendering performance by delivering fine-grained parallel implementations of mesh simplification, such as [Peng et al. 2011; Peng and Cao 2012] ). However, without considering view-parameters, the occluded objects are undesirably rendered in high levels of details. The waste of GPU's computing power and memory for rendering those occluded objects will definitely hurt the overall performance and visual quality. Although GPU-accelerated occlusion culling approaches have been introduced in the past, the integration with parallel LOD algorithms has not been satisfactorily addressed.
Our Contributions and Approaches
We present a parallel rendering system that interactively visualize gigabyte-sized 3D models. Because of the limited size of GPU memory, gigabyte data usually cannot be stored on GPU so that GPU Out-of-Core methods are commonly used to transfer data from CPU to GPU at each rendering frame. Our system tightly integrates the LOD algorithms, occlusion culling and out-of-core towards GPU parallel architectures. Figure 1(a-b) shows the rendered Boeing 777 airplane model that consumes more than 6 gigabytes to store its vertices and triangles.
Let's denote N as the total number of polygon primitives selected for rendering on GPU. Since GPU memory size is limited, N must be budgeted based on the memory capability, and allocating the N to objects needs to be well-considered. A large value of N results in heavy GPU workload, and consequently results in a low performance. A small value of N ensures a desired performance, * e-mail: {chaopeng, yongcao}@vt.edu but it results in the loss of visual quality. At a specific viewpoint, many objects may be invisible but they obtain pieces of N . It would be more reasonable to distribute these pieces to the visible objects. Thus, to preserve the visual quality at a given small N , we add the visibility culling component prior to the component of LOD processing. As showing in Figure 2 , we maintain a VisArray on GPU, where each element of the array records an object's visibility status. Only visible objects obtain pieces from N, which are used to construct the simplified versions as rendering alternatives.
